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LAST FEW BITS

SEATING

THE FINAL LOOK

The start of Feb saw Jordan adding some
of the extra things we wanted and the
final touches,
We decided that with the chance of more
night driving we would fit marker lights
to the tail of the bus, Although Not
original it adds to the ease of driving.

After having the center 3 seats out
at the rear to access the engine bay
Jordan did a little cleaning and
decided to look behind one of the
remaining seats. This was quickly
followed by a trip to a shop for
cleaning products.

This is the final look that was
posted on Instagram we are very
impressed with this and spraying the
seat frames with sliver gunmetal
paint creates a very clean and
presentable finish. We have many
more to do, we will work our way
though them in time.
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DESTINATION

FUEL FILTERS

This might take some explaining. after 4
hours and a lot of altering to the wiring
within the two blinds, we managed to set
up the LED Side blind. You may find
yourself asking why have we not removed
the Flip Dot? Well, it is a simple answer,
our intention is to use the LED blind to
show more information and be pretty
much a traveling advert, programmed
separately with Helen as an Information
Blind rather than in the normal program.
At the moment it is using the setup and
information from V176ESL system as both
shared the same blind file. 

After attempting to clean the emissions up by
putting cleaning chemicals into the fuel. This
was somewhat of a success however this still
wasn't good enough and we had to replace the
fuel and sediment bowl to aid the flow of fuel
to the injectors and fuel pump. this worked
better however we are still suffering from
starting issues.



MOT

MEMBERSHIP

HELPERS

On the 16th of Feb we hit a major
issue. We set off for our MOT with
a car in tow in aim to do some
wicked shots for you. Well, we got
as far as the fuel station where we
put fuel in and it came out just as
quick for whatever reason we had
failed to notice a small hole in the
fuel tank around halfway up.
The Hole wasn't as large it was
made slightly larger to aid in
draining the fuel below the hole.

We would like to thank those
that have chosen to support our
channel by being members on
various different platforms. 

Those who follow us from the
start might wonder where Kain
our young little helper has gone.
He will be returning shortly once
we are able to have access to the
bus at weekends, Education
comes first for him.


